#StayRelevant

In the current COVID-19 era, banks need to win
disproportionate share-of-wallet
The ‘relevance quotient’ across banks is alarmingly varied. Most
banks are still showing offers that are now irrelevant to their
customers. While some are acting faster to be highly relevant.
Irrelevant offers*
Travel: 10% cash back on ﬂights
Dining: 20% off at select restaurants
Transportation: 30% off on car bookings
Lodging: 30% off on hotel booking
Movie: 25% off on movie tickets
Spa: 20% discount
Highly relevant offers*
E-learning: 30% off on self-paced courses
Food Delivery: 25% off on breakfast
Magazine subscription: 1 month free access
Online Pharmacy: 15% off on prescription meds
Video Streaming: 3x Rewards
Online Grocery: 10% off
*Actual offers from websites of banks in APAC and ME

To stay relevant, you need a single integrated platform to
Personalize
Banking products
that are particularly necessary for
customers during
difﬁcult times

Identify
Act on emerging
trends early on

Deliver
Personalized
communication
and experiences
across your digital
assets in sync

The maya.ai #BuildItBack Pack
#1 Become Agile
Spot emerging trends with maya.ai’s patented algorithms to
deliver the relevant solutions. Well before they become
customer behavior.
maya.ai uses external trends to identify rapid shifts in
customer behavior

Peloton vs Gym
Membership
3/5 - 3/11

3/12 - 3/18

3/19 - 3/25

3/26 - 4/1

peloton

4/2 - 4/8

4/9 - 4/15

gym membership

Netﬂix vs All of
Entertainment
3/5 - 3/11

3/12 - 3/18

3/19 - 3/25

3/26 - 4/1

Netflix

4/2 - 4/8

4/9 - 4/15

Entertainment

Anything Online!
3/5 - 3/11

3/12 - 3/18

Online Shopping

3/19 - 3/25
Online Food

3/26 - 4/1

4/2 - 4/8

Online Restaurant

4/9 - 4/15
Online Clothing

#2 Be Digital First
Deliver personalized recommendations to customers within 7 days.
Across multiple touch points through a suite of APIs.

Engage App

Our white-labeled app to serve personalized
offers to your customers

Widget

A widget that displays personalized offers and
integrates seamlessly to your website

Campaigns
Recommendations can be
delivered via emails and
sms as well

Maps
Show relevant merchants on
maps based on customer taste

#3 Unlock Value
Capture value in uncertain times with out-of-box use cases.
Lock-in billings with offers on subscription products
Use the EMI product strategy for discretionary spending
Win back at-risk customers with relevant offers

Built on Crayon Data proprietary patented tech

TasteGraph™

Choice AI

TasteMatch

Know More

Bounce back with maya.ai
Get the #BuildItBack Pack
Click here

